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Abstract
Conventionalism makes far too much of conventions, alleging that not only matters of 
fact, but also the adoption of a framework, are merely matters of convention. Evidential, 
experiential, and other forms of compulsion are, tout court, dismissed. Justus Buchler, 
however, crafts a general theory of human judgment in which both conventionality 
and compulsion are given their due.1 Moreover, he does so in a manner attuned to the 
axiological dimensions of human communication (whatever its modes or media). These 
conventions are hardly an ultimately dispensable scaffold. They are rather intrinsically 
constitutive resources. They also are in countless instances normative. The nature and 
authority of the normative constraints inherent in many shared conventions (more often 
than not, enabling constraints) are, however, neither appreciated nor understood. Buchler’s 
account facilitates us in appreciating and understanding such constraints and much else.

 Keywords:  arbitrariness, Buchler, Cavell, compulsion, contingency, judgment, 
justification

“ … except for that abominable falsehood in the word MERELY”
C. S. Peirce (CP 5.453)

1. Introduction: On Convention and Conventionality
We tend to make either too much or too little of conventions. Part of the problem 
is that a number of distinctions are superimposed on each other, so the need for 
disambiguation is, in this case, especially acute. These superimpositions work to 
cast an aspersion on conventions in general (a fact captured by the commonplace 
devaluation conveyed by the expression, “merely conventional”).2 We can begin to 
glimpse the extent of this ambiguity by recalling a passage from Nelson Goodman’s 
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“‘Just the Facts, Ma’am!’”.

The terms “convention” and “conventional” are flagrantly and intricately ambiguous. 
On the one hand, the conventional is the ordinary, the usual, the traditional, the orthodox 
as against the novel, the deviant, the unexpected, the heterodox. On the other hand, 
the conventional is the artificial, the invented, the optional, as against the natural, the 
fundamental, the mandatory. (1989, p. 80)

In contrast to the alleged immutability of the natural, the conventional is taken 
to be alterable, sometimes readily or easily modifiable. In addition, it is—again, in 
terms of this contrast—taken by many to be contingent, while the natural is seen as 
necessary. Finally, there is the contrast between the superficial versus the deep. What 
is natural is inherently praiseworthy or at least presumptively valuable, whereas what 
is merely conventional is normatively suspect. If something accords with nature, 
it is taken thereby to be warranted or, at least, unquestionable (cf. Merleau-Ponty, 
2003). Think here of the condemnation of homosexuality. Think here of how the 
abnormal, the abhorrent, and the unnatural have historically been woven together in 
many cultures. If something is only a matter of convention, it hardly carries the same 
authority, imposes the same constraints, as the natural (or so it is claimed).

In actuality, many of our so-called “conventions”, especially when disparaged as 
“mere conventions” (see, e.g., Santayana, 1925), are more profound, pervasive, and 
authoritative than either our conventional understanding or philosophical theories 
acknowledge. Ludwig Wittgenstein (1968, #25) suggests, “Commanding, questioning, 
recounting, chatting, are as much a part of our natural history as walking, eating, 
thinking, playing”. But, then, so too are the myriad ways in which human beings 
have instituted enduring forms of convening (coming together for the sake of solving 
certain kinds of problems) (Lewis, 1969, 1976; see, Descombes, 2014), facilitating 
certain kinds of interaction, or simply expanding the field in which such beings might 
play (the creation and refinement of games and sports provide examples of the last 
mentioned of these possibilities). The traces of our ancestors having convened in 
certain ways are often discernible in the present form of our shared conventions. The 
trajectories of these inherited conventions point to possibilities of convening beyond 
anything we might presently imagine. These traces point to a largely unrecoverable 
past, while in turn these trajectories point to a mostly unimaginable future. In the 
meantime, the time between such a past and such a future, we convene or come 
together in ways freighted with thick histories but pregnant with novel possibilities.

Human communication massively depends upon shared conventions. These 
conventions are hardly an ultimately dispensable scaffold. They are rather intrinsically 
constitutive resources (Taylor, 2016). Moreover, they are in countless instances 
normative. The nature and authority of the normative constraints inherent in many 
shared conventions (more often than not, enabling constraints) are, however, neither 
appreciated nor understood. More cautiously stated, their nature and authority are, 
especially given the importance and pervasiveness of these norms, objects of neglect 
rather than topics of scrutiny. It is almost as though there is an inverse relationship 
between their importance, on the one hand, and our understanding and appreciation of 
them, on the other.
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Our conventional modes of greeting are, for example, expressions of our 
valuations. To dispense altogether with them—especially, to make a point of doing 
so, as one person does when that individual disses another by refusing simply to 
acknowledge the other’s presence—is forceful in its negation or erasure. One is in 
effect saying, “You are no one” or “You are nothing” (more crudely, “You ain’t shit”). 
Our communicative exchanges apart from consciousness or intention convey a tacit 
sense of contextual propriety (cf. the Confucian notion of lǐ [礼]),3 a sense largely 
conventional or traditional in its expression and indeed in its origin. More broadly, our 
conventions ineluctably communicate our most basic valuations, whereas virtually 
any instance of communication depends heavily upon conventional resources. Even 
so, our understanding of conventionality tends to, to repeat, the superficial and a 
patchwork. With respect to conventions, the depth of its importance is mocked by 
the superficiality of our understanding. This is true, even though, at least since David 
Lewis’s Convention: A Philosophical Study (1969), this important topic has received 
no small measure of systematic attention (Putnam, 1981). 

2. Buchler’s Account of Conventions: Compulsion, Convention, and 
Justification
In my judgment, Andrei Marmor is correct when he claims, conventions “are one 
of the most ubiquitous features of our social lives. They are constitutive elements 
of numerous practices we engage in, like the speaking of a language or playing a 
game”. Moreover, they “regulate the way in which one ought to behave in society, or 
in a work place, etc.” (Marmor, 1996, p. 350; emphasis added). Despite their variety, 
conventions “do have a great deal in common”. But what they have in common might, 
like “close family members of ‘convention’” (e.g., rule, tradition, and law), “elude 
any definition”, especially “a single definition in terms of a set of necessary and 
sufficient conditions”. So, we should be “suspicious of such a definitional project” 
as the one undertaken by Lewis and following his lead, any number of other analytic 
philosophers. Even so, such suspicion does not constitute despair, specifically, the 
loss of any hope in identifying “defining features” of especially our most authoritative 
conventions. Then Marmor proposes “arbitrariness” as a defining feature of such 
conventions. But his definition of what he means by this word seems to be more 
appropriately a definition of contingency than arbitrariness. What he suggests in 
his critique of Lewis’s definition of convention is nonetheless quite insightful and 
illuminating.

For my purpose, however, I turn from Marmor’s suggestive treatment of 
our shared conventions to a neglected contributor to the vast field of human 
communication. I seize this occasion as an opportunity to break a lance for the 
contemporary relevance of Justus Buchler’s finely focused investigation of human 
utterance and cultural discourse especially as it is presented in Toward a General 
Theory of Human Judgment (1951, 2nd ed. 1979). The work can be read as an explicit 
contribution to contemporary Communicology (Figure 1). One of the central chapters 
after “Communication” is Chapter IV, “Convention” being couched between the ones 
on “Compulsion” and “Perspective”. It offers as penetrating an analysis of our elusive 
topic as any with which I am familiar. In a longer treatment, I would discuss in detail 
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how the insights encountered in the concluding chapter of this important, though 
neglected work, devoted to “Validation”, can be integrated with those put forth in the 
chapter on “Convention”. Though I must touch upon issues of validation, I cannot go 
into much depth here. 

Figure 1. Justus Buchler 1951 model of discourse communication as judgment
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The more pressing task is simply to sketch the most salient details of the 
Buchlerian understanding of our shared conventions. Here as everywhere else, he 
is striving to articulate concepts of the utmost generality. He is indeed unabashed in 
identifying his undertaking as “a metaphysics of human utterance”. “Every theory 
aims,” he asserts, “to exhibit a structure among data originally regarded as disparate: 
by the use of a relatively small number of categories a scheme is devised which 
requires to be self-consistent and consistent with other schemes that have come to 
be thought part of the fabric of knowledge.” In the background, often somewhat far 
in the background, the schemes articulated and defended by John Locke, Charles S. 
Peirce, John Dewey, George H. Mead, Ernst Cassirer, Susanne K. Langer are ones 
with which, in so far as they contain incontestable contributions to human knowledge, 
Buchler tries to render his own scheme consistent. For the most part, however, he 
devises his scheme without much detailed reference to other categorical frameworks. 
He is convinced that “a philosophical theory in particular … dedicates itself to the 
difficult union of a high level of generality with interpretative justice” (1979, p. xii). 
This is no doubt a great burden. But it is, at least for some inquirers, also an invaluable 
endeavor. I shall leave to the readers of this essay whether Buchler unites in his 
account of judgment (or utterance) utmost generality and interpretive justice. I want 
at the outset simply to underscore that this is his aim. Does he craft an understanding 
of convention, adequately comprehensive and hermeneutically illuminating? Though 
I have reservations about this or that aspect of his contribution, I am confident that 
his painstaking effort to identify the most important “defining features” of our shared 
conventions, especially those making strong normative claims on human conduct, 
deserves the widest possible hearing. No contributor to communicology is, in my 
judgment, more completely neglected and more demonstrably pertinent than this 
author (see Buchler, 1954; cf. Lanigan, 1988, 1992, 2018; Eicher-Catt & Catt, 2010). 
In his exploration of conventionality, he proves this and much more.

In Toward a General Theory of Human Judgment, Buchler defines conventionality 
in opposition to compulsion. At the conclusion of his treatment of convention, he 
observes: “‘Convention’ still carries a pejorative overtone, accompanied by a gracious 
concession that it has some utility” (1979, p. 112). This might be traced, in part, to the 
mutability and diversity of conventions. Whatever the source of this disparagement, 
such an understanding of conventions greatly obstructs an appreciation of their role 
in our lives. As much as anything else, we need a descriptive account of our shared 
conventions, one providing adequate terms for simply identifying the pervasive 
presence of historically instituted forms of conjoint action, e.g., all cars driving in 
this direction are obliged to drive on the right side—or the left!—side of the street 
(see Morris & McLaren, 2015). One of the most influential accounts of human 
conventions, that of David Lewis, in terms of coordination problems, however, 
turns out to be far too narrow. Attempts to arrive at a more adequate account, e.g., 
those of Andrei Marmor (1996, 2007, 2009), Margaret Gilbert (1983), and Ruth 
Millikan (2004), by way of a critique of this account are, in my judgment, suggestive 
improvements, but still unduly narrow descriptions. 

2.1 Compulsion, conventionality, culture
As a first step toward framing an adequate conception of the conventional dimension 
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of human judgments, then, I turn to Buchler’s account. In most cases of human 
judgment, compulsion and conventionality are interwoven. One and the same 
judgment can be in some respects compelled and yet, in others, is a function of 
conventions. That is, “compulsion and convention are predicable of one and the same 
judgment, but only in so far as its relationships differ” (1979, p. 90). 

“For the most part, ‘activity’ is best regarded as drawn from the individual rather 
than as contributed by him” (1979, p. 61). That is, compulsion rather than impulse 
or impulsion covers the wider range of human “production”.4 There are of course 
instances in which we are prompted by impulses to act. But, then, there are many 
more cases in which we are compelled by a combination of our circumstances and 
constitutions not only to “act” but also to perceive a certain object in a certain manner. 
Even where we are compelled, there is typically a range of latitude for how to respond 
to an exigency. The imperative need to eat something, no matter how tyrannical the 
need becomes, usually leaves open a number of options. A lack of choice (one must 
eat something) and a range of choices (one might eat this or that or …) can coexist.

Given our physiological constitution and environmental circumstances, for 
example, we cannot help but see this object as colored. Of course, the name for this 
color is itself conventional, but the recognition of this significant fact about any 
perceptual judgment (the terms in which [1] we ordinarily frame and [2] inescapably 
express the judgment) ought not to preclude our appreciation of the compulsory 
character of this important class of human judgements. 

In The Claim of Reason, Stanley Cavell observes, regarding the unsettling 
endeavors of modernist artists, who produce works intentionally contrived to 
confound our sense of what counts as art, many, even those who are disposed to 
condemn these endeavors, feel something important is at stake here (1999, p. 123). 
What counts as art and what are the criteria by which we accord a specific work this 
cultural status? What Cavell claims regarding this matter is worth quoting.

Only someone outside of this enterprise could think of it as an exploration of mere 
convention. One might rather think of it as (the necessity for) establishing new 
conventions as a matter of exercising personal decision or taste. One might rather think of 
it as the exploration or education or enjoyment or chastisement of taste and of decision and 
of intuition, an exploration of the kind of creature in whom such capacities are exercised 
[indeed, for whom their exercise is of utmost significance]. (Cavell, 1999, p. 123). 

This optimally takes the form of a resolute response to the emergent exigency of some 
significant engagement or encounter.

The relevance of what Cavell says here of the exploration, an exploration carried 
on by such artists and by those who are so deeply engaged with art that they too are 
caught up in this exploration, is far wider than modernism and indeed than the domain 
of art. It concerns any domain in which conventions can be turned on themselves, any 
culture in which its bearers are caught in its confusions, contradictions, and crises. 
“What I require is,” Cavell suggests, “a convening [or bringing together] of my 
culture’s criteria, in order to confront them with my words and life, as I pursue them 
and as I may imagine them” (1999, p. 125). This is however not all. “At the same 
time,” he immediately asserts, what I must do is “to confront my words and life as I 
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pursue them with the life my culture’s words might imagine for me”. Especially 
given our cultural inheritance, we have a right to say something about the meaning 
of such words as citizen, democracy, political authority, and the republican 
form of our actual “democracy”. But I also have a responsibility to make a 
strenuous effort to sound the depths of this cultural inheritance, at once linguistic 
and political; that is, I must confront my own words (utterance) and indeed my own 
life with “the life my culture’s words might imagine for me” (discourse), especially 
when the trajectory of this task points me in unusual or unexpected directions. This 
practically means confronting “the culture with itself, along the lines in which it 
meets in me”. Such a confrontation is evaded by conceiving it as simply the tenuous 
hold of the superficial conventions of a contingent inheritance. Their hold is anything 
but tenuous; these conventions, anything but superficial. The crisis resulting from 
confronting a culture with itself, in the manner described by Cavell, has the capacity 
to shatter the self.

In order to make myself intelligible to others, also to some extent even to myself 
(relevant), I have no recourse save for the terms of my inheritance, the words of my (or 
some other) culture. But my culture as it stands turns out to be at once an obstacle and 
a resource. As just noted, I cannot but draw upon it, but in virtually the same breath 
(or stroke of a pen or impact of fingers on the keyboard) I am prompted to hesitate, 
qualify, contest, and jettison some of those words. For example, my appeal to the 
ideal of freedom cannot but be, I realize to my consternation, misunderstood. I have in 
effect been framed by my inheritance; it is nothing short of a set up. I am nonetheless 
not without resources to twist free. But, in doing so, I am reminded of a metaphor 
crafted by William James—I lift one foot out of the bog only to have the other sink 
more deeply in the insecure ground under my feet. So be it. The only possibility of 
going on is some fortuitous combination of perseverance, ingenuity, and luck. 

I am the site of contestation, one wherein the contradictions, tensions, and 
impasses (including aporias) of my culture exist. My culture supports me as it 
simultaneously threatens to undermine me, in some instances to rent me asunder. 
My “natural” impulses, dispositions, and limits are in this process pitted against 
my conventional inheritance, but any attempt to capture such crises in terms of an 
irreconcilable conflict between the natural and the conventional distorts both what is 
at stake and how these crises are lived. To a degree unappreciated, my conventional 
inheritance expands the range of compulsions to which I might be subjected. In turn, 
these natural compulsions invite a series of experiments allowing me to ascertain how 
human ingenuity might enlist or mobilize compulsory experiences, to find novel ways 
of going on, to devise innovation modes of making, doing, and saying.

The human self is inescapably a divided self. “The self converses with itself, as 
the Theatetus says; but,” Buchler adds, “it also articulates itself, wars with itself, 
consoles itself and fools itself” (1979, p. 39). In each these instances of reflexivity, the 
self reveals its dividedness. “The individual in himself constitutes a community” (ibid.; 
emphasis added). It is, moreover, “a community of not just two but of at least two 
roles” (ibid.)

In light of these and indeed other considerations, conventions must be given 
their due. So, too, must compulsion. To conceive them in separation from each 
other condemns us to misconceive each factor. Discriminations and distinctions are 
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called for, but dualisms or dichotomies are, in this case (as in countless other cases), 
unwarranted. Indeed, dualisms tend to stultify inquiry and, more general, query. 
They generate a plethora of puzzles, without assisting us in probing the depths of our 
experience. 

The generality of Buchler’s concept of conventionality begs far fewer questions 
than any other. At the same time, it is sufficiently freighted in implications to invite 
the kind of reflection so central to, say, Cavell’s explorations (above all, reflections 
focused on the crises in which I tend to be, in my bid for novelty or honesty or some 
other value, unintelligible to others and often even to myself). 

2.2 Convening, encounter, engagement
Let us now turn back to Cavell. It is noteworthy that he explicitly links conventions to 
convening. I will return to this linkage. At present, however, I merely want to call the 
reader’s attention to Cavell’s propensity to discern it. Our present conventions provide 
evidence that our ancestors convened in such a way as to generate enduring forms 
of human convening. They also contain within themselves dramatic possibilities for 
altering these inherited conventions.

Cavell is nothing less than a genius in the manner and depth to which he probes 
the everyday dramas and sites of human encounter and engagement. He is keenly 
attentive to those occasions when our convening, our encounter with others, involve 
failures of acknowledgment, that is, “the everyday ways in which denial occurs in my 
life with the other—in a momentary irritation, or a recurrent grudge, in an unexpected 
rush of resentment, in a hard glance, in a dishonest attestation, in the telling of a 
tale, in a false sentence, in a fear of engulfment, in a fantasy of solitude or of self-
destruction” (Cavell, 2005, p. 151). He is no less a genius when be probes the meaning 
of the conventional in his historical opposition to the natural. Given this dualism, a 
natural spontaneity is often set in stark contrast to conventional superficiality. It is as 
though we are grossly disfigured by our acquisition of, and reliance on, conventions. 
If only we could act or speak or dress more naturally, without regard for the approval 
of others or the conventions of our culture, we would, we imagine, be truly liberated. 
One captivating image of human freedom is that of the individual who has the courage 
to throw off the yoke of convention, to free the self from conventions, in toto.

But where does one stand when one disparages conventions so facilely? Arguably, 
nowhere, in the strict sense. Per impossible, one takes oneself to stand apart from 
any and all conventions. The speaker or agent who presumes the capacity to shed, 
by fiat or some other individual act, the putatively superficial conventions of that 
individual’s incalculably thick inheritance is akin to the cogito who presumes the 
power to divest himself of everything, including his body, others, language, and even 
the world, by a resolute commitment to methodic doubt (as though casting one’s 
thought in interrogative form would be enough to engender real doubt).5 As speakers, 
we are enmeshed in a world of conventions from which we cannot, in toto, extricate 
ourselves, no matter often we can appear to ourselves to stand apart from this or that 
convention. Our shared conventions tend to varying degrees to exert an authoritative 
hold over the capricious impulses of an allegedly deracinated self. The roots of 
the self in nature, culture, and history are far too numerous, tangled, and deep for 
deracination to be anything but a process resulting in some alteration, in some respect, 
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mostly in some slight and superficial respect. Nothing feels more natural to such an 
agent than using certain words in certain settings. In the abstract, we can stress the 
conventionality and hence the optionality of our propensity to do so. In doing so, we 
can even take ourselves to have effectively freed ourselves from our commitment to 
conventions or, put the other way around, the authority of those conventions over us. 
In the concrete, however, matters are hardly this simple.

“Every product is”, in this account, in effect “a judgment”, (Buchler, 1955, p. 8) 
while in turn a judgment is a pronouncement, for it encompasses both a commentary 
on the individual’s world and at least “a faint image” of the experiential direction 
of that individual’s multifaceted life. Whatever utterances flow from human agents, 
whatever products issue from the lives of beings compelled to manipulate or 
assimilate some part of nature, including some aspect(s) of their very selves, there 
may or may not be room for choice or decision. Some facets of our judgments are 
instances of compulsion, while other aspects are exemplifications of conventionality. 
There is no possibility of stripping off from our most rudimentary perceptual 
judgments, insofar as they are judgments, all traces of conventionality. But, at least 
in the contexts of science, art, and philosophy, experiential compulsion is a defining 
feature of these distinctive forms of human utterance. 

There are of course many forms of compulsion, experiential compulsion being 
simply one among an indefinite number of other forms.6 Scientific judgments conjoin 
not only compulsive and conventional features but also logical and experiential 
compulsion. To make such judgments simply instances of compulsion is untenable. 
To reduce them to matters of convention is equally implausible. Any adequate account 
of scientific judgment consequently must take account of both dimensions of such 
judgments, the compulsive and the conventional. The complex interplay between 
these distinguishable dimensions calls for nuanced appreciation, without which our 
understanding of the most basic utterances of the experimental inquirer is doomed 
to inadequacy. An acknowledgement of conventions is not to be feared, just as a 
recognition of compulsion is not to be dreaded. The exaggerations of a thoroughgoing 
conventionalism grants far greater “freedom” to individual agents (or makers) than 
finite, fallible selves can possibly exercise. So, too, the insistence on an enveloping 
compulsion, exerting itself at every moment in the life of such selves, makes of 
compulsion a tyranny which it does not actually possess in those lives. These selves 
are far more ramified, reflexive, and ingenious than such tyranny could ever ensnare 
in its meshes. Constraints are as often enabling as they are restrictive or confining. 

Even from a naturalistic perspective, categorical imperatives can be countenanced. 
“All imperatives are,” Buchler claims, “conditional so far as their specific content 
and the means of their fulfillment are concerned” (1955, p. 31). But this is hardly 
the whole story regarding human imperatives, those judgments concerning what we 
ought to do or endure. For “some imperatives are categorical in the sense that they are 
inevitably [or inescapably] present in experience” (ibid.). They must be met: there is 
no way around their claim on us. Buchler in his characteristically sober and balanced 
manner captures the claim of such imperatives when he asserts: “Certain needs 
must be met, however they are met; certain aims must be satisfied, however they are 
satisfied; certain consequences must be avoided, however they are avoided” (1955, 
p. 3). Nature itself compels us to respond, but almost always an array of responses is 
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available to us. 
Our finitude is as inescapable as our ingenuity is irrepressible. This finitude 

does not preclude self-transcendence. Nor does the irrepressibility of our ingenuity 
guarantee success. We are tightly hemmed in by natural constraints and inherited 
circumstance (cf. Peirce7). We are nonetheless variously equipped to twist free to some 
extent from these constraints and circumstances. Such acts or efforts of twisting free 
ought not to be discounted or minimized. Nowhere is our freedom more dramatically 
realized than in them. Such constraints and circumstances are hardly to be slighted 
and certainly not to be neglected. “Notwithstanding the egotism of a technological 
age, the individual is allotted feeble powers by the nature of things, and moves in an 
environment largely uncontrollable” (1991, p. 60; see Corrington, 1987). “No fact,” 
Buchler adds, “can be so alive to the individual as his own ultimate helplessness with 
respect to space, time, and matter, and his own immediate helplessness with respect 
to the traits of things and of persons” (1991, p. 61). The malleability of clay is, for 
example, not a malleable trait of this particular stuff.

“The primordial claim latent in human existence is,” Bucher suggests, “the claim 
of valid continuation” (1955, p. 141). Today, such a claim is more controversial 
than the time when he put forth this judgment. Is the continuation of our existence 
“valid”? Some have come to the conclusion that the emergence and evolution of our 
species have been an utter disaster, historically and ecologically. But arguably most 
of us are still committed to self-affirmation (Weisman, 2000, pp. 155-158, 295-298), 
an appraisal that whatever we have done to one another and the Earth we are not 
unjustified in claiming a future for ourselves. Some are disposed to go so far as to 
suggest, in the spirit of Nietzsche, that such radical misgivings about the prolongation 
of the human species are themselves indications or, better, symptoms of a fatal 
nihilism. Such beings, by virtue of these doubts, do not deserve to survive. Like 
Socrates, they reveal themselves to be not only sick, but also exemplars of sickness 
(a despair of life itself, taking the form of a despair of the world as it is actually 
constituted). Only another life redeems this life, only another world—one beyond this 
one—makes this world endurable (cf. Marx, 2000).8 Such a stance however entails an 
infidelity to the Earth and, inseparably connected to this, a denunciation of the body 
(Nietzsche, 1966, pp. 13, 76).

What, if anything, justifies or validates our claim to continue being? Self-
continuance very often demands self-alteration: one cannot continue being without 
becoming other than one has been. Even so, validation or justification “aims to 
secure, not necessarily to resolve” (1991, p. 142). Securing what was been attained is 
not complacency or quiescence; it inevitably becomes a struggle against alescence, 
the tendency of things to become ineffectual, irrelevant, marginal, or in some other 
respect less than prevalent.9 The effective validation of, say, a literary work is to 
render it available and inviting to some segment of readers, to secure its place 
among the countless works worthy of serious, sustained, and probing attention. So 
envisioned, the process of validation “is no disguise for the worship of quiescence” 
(1991, p. 142). It encompasses confronting the respects in which an achievement is 
vulnerable to some form of alescence and, in the face of such insecurity or precarity, 
rendering that accomplishment secure nonetheless. To repeat, validation in the sense 
intended here “aims to secure” some product or achievement. To secure the status of 
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an achievement can involve trying to stop history, to remove what has assumed an 
authoritative form from the continual challenges to the specific form of this historical 
achievement. Such an endeavor is, however, doomed to failure. “Those who, like the 
religious dogmatists, are concerned exclusively to affirm principles [or to celebrate 
achievements] at the expense of query [the ongoing process of inventive discovery], 
are the most insecure men” or women (1979, p. 142). “The history of religion is [thus] 
a history of recrudescent demonstrations and reaffirmations” (ibid.). Religion most 
effectively validates its existence and hence prolongation only by probing the evolving 
meaning of its most pivotal terms (e.g., the divine, the sacred, the numinous, or the 
transcendent). The extent to which its arguments and affirmations are recrudescent—
that is, the extent to which they are not animated by the spirit of query but frozen by 
the dread of alteration—signals the degree to which they have begun to rot or wither 
(cf. Peirce, CP 6.430).10

“Art, science, and philosophy,” Buchler suggests, “can be in part defined by the 
ways in which they compel” (1979, p. 76), specifically, compel regard, especially 
sustained, intense, and probing regard. Consider for a moment art. “Compulsion in 
art,” Beth J. Singer in her exposition of Buchler’s theory of judgment notes, “need not 
be universal and is not based in evidence” (1983, p. 63), at least in the same sense in 
which the claims of science appeal to and, when successful, are based in evidence. It 
might even be limited to a coterie of champions or admirers.

Suppose, even, that there is small agreement over the significance or merit of a work of 
art. The work will compel preference by some, and this compulsion will make it for them, 
first a work of art, and second, a satisfying work of art. In all [such] cases, regardless 
of critical unanimity or diversity, there is a mode of compulsion distinctive of art as art. 
(Buchler, 1979, p. 76)

Some of us find certain works by certain artists or authors to be compelling: they 
grasp and hold us with a force virtually impossible, at least at the outset, to explain. 
But, however inexplicable, their power to do so cannot be gainsaid: it is a deliverance 
of our experience. The duration of their hold is of course variable, though it might 
extend from the moment of a person’s encounter with the work to the end of that 
individual’s life. “The enthusiast and the dissenter are [both] compelled by a work 
of art to the extent that they see it as part of the artistic universe” (1979, p. 76) or the 
“world of art”. But matters might be more complicated than this, since the dissenter 
might refuse to grant the work a place in that world. Insofar as the dissenter feels 
obliged or compelled to argue against those championing such a work, that individual 
is, however unwittingly, revealing the “mode of compulsion distinctive of art as art”. 
“The mode of controversy or criticism compelled by art is,” Buchler stresses, “different 
from that compelled by science or philosophy” (1979, pp. 76-77). No less than science 
or art, however, the compulsion partly exhibits itself in the controversies and critiques 
generated by those inhabiting the world of art. For the dissenter, the work in question 
is one about which that individual cannot remain silent; they must speak—and often 
speak ferociously or vociferously—against what it celebrates or simply embodies. 
Whatever the context, compulsion “relates to not merely acceptance but a kind of 
community” and, moreover, a discoverable direction in one’s individual (p. 77). 
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[The “compulsion relates not merely to acceptance but to a kind of community and 
a kind of proceptive direction” (1979, p. 77).11] The word acceptance here, however, 
is easily misleading. Its meaning is akin to what James Baldwin means when he 
insists, time and again, Americans must accept their history (see, e.g., 1985, p. 172). 
Or, to take a different example, Roman Catholics might pretend that Martin Luther 
never existed, but they would thereby condemn themselves greatly to impoverishing 
their understanding of not only Christianity in general but also their own form of 
that religion. In other words, they are compelled to accept the historical figure of this 
religious reformer as an irrevocable fact about their own religious tradition, even 
(perhaps especially) if they judge Luther to have been a destructive force. 

The kind of community to which, say, a scientist belongs is one in which certain 
identifiable forms of compulsion (e.g., logical and experiential compulsion) are, to 
say the least, highly prized. Moreover, initiation into such a community is a process 
in and through which individuals acquire a sensitivity and responsiveness to these 
and related forms of compulsion. But participation in such a community takes the 
form of disputes and criticisms regarding the weight and salience of a specific form 
of human judgment, assertive judgments (e.g., an assertive judgment being one 
entailing “the applicability to it of the predicates ‘true’ and ‘false’ [1955, p. 22]). 
Active and exhibitive judgments are, in contrast to assertive judgments, ones to which 
these predicates are inapplicable, at least in the same sense in which these predicates 
are applicable to assertive judgments. The simple declarative sentence would be a 
paradigm of an assertive judgment, though such a judgment need not be couched in 
language. It is inappropriate to ask whether an action or work of art is “true” or “false”, 
though of course it is entirely appropriate to ask whether an action was warranted or 
justified, a work of art finely made or effectively executed. Each of the three modes of 
human judgment call for appraisal, though the forms of appraisal are in fundamental 
respects different depending on the mode of judgment being appraised or evaluated.

“Art and philosophy are,” Buchler insists, “concerned with what is ‘there’, and 
both certainly involve an ‘appeal to experience’; yet they do not bring the same kind 
of compulsion” as science or as one another (1979, p. 73). The compulsion exerted 
by artistic contrivances is one thing, philosophical utterances another, and scientific 
theories yet another. While the modes of compulsion differ in these three cases 
dramatically, compulsion is itself ubiquitous. In part, this ubiquity underscores the 
finitude of human beings.

2.3 Convening: Compulsion, convention, and contingency
“There are,” Buchler claims, “two modes in which the proceiver [or individual] judges 
relative to the world and to the products of communication: one is by compulsion, the 
other by convention” (1979, p. 58). Our lives reveal that we are ineluctably caught 
up in processes of judging, in one or more of the three modes of human judgment or 
utterance. “Man is unavoidably a taker of positions [the taking of a position being 
always an at least tacit, possibly unintended and unconscious, judgment]. And the 
way his positions are rendered discoverable is through … his acts, his contrivances, 
and his verbal combinations” (1955, p. 10). In any instance of taking a position, of 
rendering a judgment, however causal, trivial, or unintentional, we can discover the 
presence of both compulsion and conventionality. Compulsion precludes, in a certain 
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respect, the latitude of conventions, while conventions elude, in certain other respects, 
the uncontrollable facets of a given situation with which all forms of compulsion are 
identifiable. 

As he uses the word and its cognates, convention is defined in contrast to 
compulsion and its cognates. Of equal, if not greater, importance for our purpose, 
convention itself is explicated in terms of “convening” and “convenience”. Buchler 
arrives at this clarification, via explication, by considering ordinary language. “In 
common usage we attach,” he contends, “the notion of convention to those practices 
or beliefs which are tacitly agreed upon and not explicitly justified. A convention 
is something accepted without question and even with relative willingness, though 
in fact alterable” (1979, p. 90). Though some of these differ to some extent from 
common usage, at least with regard to the specific points which Buchler explicitly 
notes, his examples of convention in this sense are “the conventions of the theatre, the 
conventions of parliamentary procedure, the conventions of apparel” (p. 90). Those 
of a parliamentary procedure might however be explicitly or formally justified or, 
at least, articulated. But this is nothing more than a quibble with his example. His 
point stands. For the most part, what this highly ambiguous word means in everyday 
usage tends to be practices or beliefs unreflectively accepted, hence not formally or 
“explicitly justified”. What is especially important to recall here is that, for Buchler, 
these tacit practices exert normative force. They denote not mere regularities of 
behavior, but ordinarily embody a norm of conduct. Violations or disregard of 
these norms are of course commonplace. But this does not prove that conventions 
are devoid of normativity, only that these norms are in many instances less than 
compulsory or safely negligible. This is just what we ought to expect, conventions 
being by definition that mode in which whatever degree of compulsion is present 
nonetheless allows for “selection from alternatives” rather than “an uncontrollable 
situation” in which variable response is precluded (1979, p. 58). Buchler is quick 
to stress the optionality, even the dispensability, of certain conventions. “The 
conventions of social practice are usually acknowledged to be dispensable, in the 
sense that without a given convention the social human can remain both social and 
human” (1979, p. 91). Though this can be true of any given convention, also any given 
number of them, it cannot be true of all social conventions. Stripped of conventions 
altogether the human animal in its distinctive sociability could not be, must less could 
not remain, “both social and human”. Beyond this, the full weight of the historical 
community is not infrequently thrown behind certain conventions. While we usually 
judge any number of conventions to be dispensable, it is impossible to miss that 
social sanctions are enlisted to keep some social conventions in place. Indeed, some 
conventions “are often accompanied by tyrannical sanctions”. “When we are told that 
it is best not to depart from convention, we are being confronted by the persistent 
voice of the social contract, the original convening, and hence of course with a moral 
pronouncement about the desirability of retaining a connection with the past” (1979, 
p. 91; emphasis added). This is true even if, perhaps especially if, the social contract 
is an incoherent explanation of human associations. Some form of association not 
only would have to be in place, but also, have had to evolve to a level of refinement 
for contractual practices to be a salient feature of a given human association. The 
concept of contractual agreement does not explain the origin of human society; rather, 
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the evolution of human associations explains the emergence of identifiable practices 
of contractual consent. Even so, we do not fall into incoherence by imagining an 
“original convening”, as we do when we appeal to an original contract. Humans 
come together and, in doing so, continually institute various “conveniences” for 
their evolving forms of diverse convenings. Historically instituted practices assume 
an increasingly important role in human associations or our conjoint activities. Our 
natural constitution makes such historical institutions possible, but these institutions 
are nothing less than realizations of that constitution.12 They are hardly epiphenomena 
or excrescences. They reach down into the very depths of our being, even if some part 
of our animality, some depth of our wildness, escapes their tutelage (cf. Trilling, 1955, 
pp. 47-50). 

Buchler uses the word consanction to identify the form of normativity embedded 
in norms. “The order which we abandon when we abandon a social convention of 
this type [the type backed by sanctions carrying the persistent voice of the original 
convening]—we may call such a convention a consanction—coincides with some 
community” (1979, p. 91). Thus, when we disregard or flaunt certain conventions, 
we are judged to be assaulting the community partly defined by their presence. Take, 
for example, the convention of standing for the national anthem of one’s country. 
Disregard for this convention inevitably brings down condemnation levelled by those 
who identify with the community in question (the nation). My point is not to say 
kneeling during the anthem is unjustified, only to suggest the reason why this act calls 
forth such intense judgment. Such judgment embodies a consanction. In the violation 
of such a sanction, the weight of the community (always in actuality a fragment of the 
community) can be felt, not least by protestors within themselves.

The prefix con- in the word consanction is of course critical. As Buchler uses the 
word, “consanctions are practices or principles not devoid of significance but rather 
indifferently exchangeable with alternative practices or principles as devices for social 
regulation” (1979, p. 96), that is, as convenient arrangements for carrying on our 
conjoint activities (e.g., driving safely on public roads or resuming a telephone call 
after it has been cut short due to a technological failure of some sort).13

Common usage, as identified by Buchler, “carries a dual suggestion: partly that 
of ‘convening’ and partly that of ‘convenience’” (1979, p. 91). Our conventions are 
complexly related to processes of convening or coming together. They are always 
evidence of unknown forebears who have, for the most part, willy-nilly instituted 
certain practices. They are traces of past convenings. But they are also facilitations of 
present convening or, at least, they are judged to be so by those who impose sanctions, 
however mild, in response to their violation or neglect. They are in effect a hope for 
recognizable forms of future convening.

Conventions are no less mutable than they are contingent. Their contingency 
indeed underwrites their mutability. Conventions can be otherwise than they are: we 
are not compelled to use just these sounds, in this configuration, to signify this object 
or event. No matter how persistent or tenacious some conventions prove to be, they 
are alterable, because they are contingent. Whether they are actually modified or 
jettisoned depends on various factors. The sense of their contingency, conjoined to 
that of their mutability, is often unwelcome. “We do not like to think of our products 
as convention” (1979, p. 112). “This latent fear is,” he also suggests, “a subtle carry-
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over from classical rationalism, which has so far influenced our cultural orientation 
that we look upon our ideal of judgment as irrevocability” (ibid.). In contrast to this, 
there are those who are drawn to a rival ideal of human judgment (and they include 
Buchler along with Peirce, James, and Dewey): their ideal is to view judgments as 
inherently revisable and, where applicable, corrigible. “To find conventions in works 
of art or in philosophical principles is allegedly to find products devoid of power and 
producers unable to discern the testament inherent in the nature of things” (1979, 
p. 112; emphasis added). Though this is the last sentence of the Chapter in Toward 
a General Theory of Human Judgment devoted to “Conventions”, we might add 
another to make Buchler’s point more emphatic. While discovering the ineliminable 
conventionality—hence, the contingency, mutability, and revisability—inherent in 
our most secure judgments might, under the persisting sway of the ideal of classical 
rationalism, prompt us to judge our capacity for judgment to be an altogether 
superficial, transient affair, we might twist ourselves free from this ideal and embrace 
unequivocally the rival ideal of ceaseless query. 

Judgments emanating from processes of query are hardly “devoid of power”; 
indeed, they often have proven to be powerful enough to alter the face of the Earth 
and the course of history. So, too, such judgments constitute more than the testimony 
of the often barely coherent babblings of the human animal trying to orient itself to 
an incalculably complex and ultimately uncontrollable world into which that animal 
has been thrown. Despite our verbal demurrals, we not infrequently feel compelled 
to take some of our judgments to be nothing less than discernments testifying to “the 
nature of things.” For those who have learned the lesson of the cultural, intellectual, 
and scientific revolutions punctuating human history, especially in the modern epoch, 
the immutability or irrevocability of some of our judgments can no longer serve as 
an ideal. The necessity of nature does not so much give way to the contingency of 
conventions; rather distinct forms of natural compulsion do not preclude evolving 
forms of human convention. They prompt, guide, direct, deflect, frustrate, overturn, 
and in innumerable other ways intersect with the irrepressible ingenuity of the 
human animal to craft contextually convenient means of convening. The undeniable 
irrevocability of past utterances and the inevitable challenge to fathom the depths of 
even our most secure judgments are far from incompatible. 

“In any situation we always mean,” Buchler claims, “more than we intend 
to mean, though never as much as we might mean” (1955, p. 87). His theory of 
judgment ineluctably leads to this understanding of meaning. Our appreciation of this 
understanding of meaning might itself be harnessed to how we carry out the task of 
judgment in both our informal lives and professional pursuits. We are compelled not 
only to judge but also to judge “in more than one mode” (Buchler, 1955, p. 199). For 
the finite human animal, however, even this compulsion leaves open an incredible 
wide range of possible judgments. As a result of compulsion, our choice has been 
made for us; there is but one option, i.e., we do not truly have an option. By means of 
conventions, we select among alternatives. Through compulsion we “conform to what 
the nature of things imposes”; through convention, we “hover among what the nature 
of things offers” or makes available, however stingily (1979, p. 58).14

Buchler is astute when he points out “the elementary if common confusion 
between the conventional and the arbitrary” (1979, p. 106). The word arbitrary is 
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hardly less ambiguous than conventional. Though he says far too little about how he 
would define arbitrariness, I strongly suspect Buchler would concur with how Max 
Fisch disambiguates the meanings of this troublesome word. “The notion of institution 
… involves,” Fisch contends, “those of purpose and choice; that is, of the arbitrary 
[in a sense calling for clarification]” (Fisch, 1956 [1975], p. 138). Fisch connects 
his understanding of institutions with the notion of contingency: “It is the notion of 
what would or might have been otherwise if the purpose had been different, but [also] 
of what might have been otherwise to the same purpose” (ibid.). For the purpose of 
designating a species of animal, an English sound other than dog was at a certain time 
a live possibility. Another sound might have served the same purpose. Fisch goes on to 
note regarding the notion of institution, it “is the notion of what is subject to criticism 
in the light of the original purpose if that can be found, or in the light of any purpose 
that might have taken its place” (ibid.). So understood, the notion of institution is 
“of what is alterable by subsequent decisions, but never so alterable as to cease to 
be arbitrary” (ibid.). By arbitrary, he does not mean “unreasonable” or necessarily 
without reason; rather he means what is “dependent on will” (Fisch, 1956 [1975], p. 
138, fn. 1).15 More precisely, Fisch means “residually arbitrary”, though I am inclined 
to say “invincibly arbitrary”: in this sense of the word, arbitrary designates “the sense 
that, when reason has done what it can, discretion remains and commitment is still 
required”. He does not feel this acknowledgment impairs the objectivity of value; 
one might acknowledge such ineliminable (or “residual”) arbitrariness while at the 
same time claiming, in some instances, an objective status for values. Conventions 
are always dependent upon the will of those who adhere to them. The value of public 
safety can be recognized as more than a merely subjective preference; the conventions 
regarding such matters as speed limits and the proscribed side of the road on which 
one must drive can be seen for what they are, arbitrary arrangements instituted to 
insure that specifiable forms of human convening go well.

The act or process of convening is not necessarily one in which flesh-and-
blood beings physically come together. It is minimally the event or process in which 
the possibility of community—perspectival parallelism—is secured or simply 
gains a foothold in the world (Singer, 1983, 1985). Community “presupposes 
sharing” (Buchler, 1979, p. 33), specifically, sharing a perspective. Individuals 
might be members of the same community though unaware of this fact. It points 
to the possibility of convening—coming together—in some fashion. Most human 
communities involve far—some far more—than simply a shared perspective (or 
“proceptive parallelism”). While physical proximity makes possible “blind collision”, 
even the most minimal form of community makes possible conflicts of a very 
different character than such collisions. Combatants who are entangled in such conflicts 
“understand one another precisely to the extent that they share some perspective” 
(1979, p. 115).

3. Conclusion: Convening, Communication, Community
Our shared conventions constitute a shared perspective and, as a consequence, the 
parallelism or possibility of being or acting in concert beyond the sheer fact of 
the shared perspective itself. In brief, community makes communication possible. 
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A shared perspective makes community present, at least community in its most 
rudimentary sense (perspectival community, a shared perspective) (Singer, 1985). 
There is however nothing necessarily ironic or harmonious about the possibilities 
secured by shared perspectives, the minimal condition for human association 
(or convening). In any realization of this community in some act or process of 
communication, a dispute is as likely to explode as a consensus is to emerge (Singer, 
1985, p. 569).

Our inherited conventions enshrine, enforce, and thus perpetuate, our shared 
valuations. Our communicative exchanges massively depend on these historically 
instituted practices. These practices are neither superficial nor (in their totality) 
dispensable. While we can of course contest this or that convention, while we can, 
though ordinarily less easily, nullify or jettison this or that inheritance, we can never 
strip ourselves entirely of all conventions. As Buchler notes, “community and history 
are ingredients of the self” (1979, p. 38; Tejera, 1986). They are truly constitutive 
of the self. As historical beings, we are implicated in innumerable communities of 
diverse constitutions. A deeper, fuller understanding of the communal and historical 
character of the human self requires a more probing, penetrating comprehension 
of “one of the most ubiquitous phenomena of our social lives”, those inherited 
conventions giving shape and direction to our individual lives (though we ought 
never to lose sight that these are the individual and thus unique lives of a social and 
communal animal).

The relative neglect of this important topic is itself indicative of a valuation. So, 
too, is the failure of philosophers to take account of the contribution of theorists in 
disciplines other than philosophy (see Foucault, 1989, p. 41).16 Finally, the norms 
woven into the very fabric of so many (possibly all) of our conventions make 
it evident that the axiological dimension of human communication, even when 
considered solely in reference to inherited conventions, is an ineliminable feature of 
our communicative exchanges, indeed, also of our communicative resources.

Early in Toward a General Theory of Human Judgment, Buchler poses the 
question, “Must the ‘given’ … be denied?” His answer is immediate and unequivocal: 
“To the individual, however the concept of individuality is developed, there is 
unquestionably something ‘given’ in some sense at all times.” What is properly called, 
in the sense of the word in highly technical epistemological debates, “the myth of 
the given” has no bearing on what calls for acknowledgment in more commonplace 
contexts of human engagement. “There is,” Buchler insists, “no reason why the notion 
of the given should not be usefully generalized. The traditional error in philosophies 
of the given is narrowness—even arbitrary narrowness—in the conception of what it 
is that is given” (1979, p. 14). Wittgenstein around this time, in effect, made this same 
point when he suggested, “What has to be accepted, the given, is … forms of life” 
(1968, p. 22). 

The contestation of meaning depends on a deeper acceptance of the very things 
being contested than most of us appreciate. “If I am to possess my own experience 
I cannot afford to cede it to my culture as that culture stands” (Cavell, 2005, p. 82; 
emphasis added). As much as I might be tempted to do so, I cannot simply jettison 
that culture, with its host of conventions. I can at best twist myself free of it, in this 
or that respect, in the hope of claiming—or reclaiming—my experience in a form 
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at once faithful, relevant to that experience and intelligible to others. In this sense, 
my experience is far more of an achievement than any instance of givenness. It is 
something won, as often as not, won in the face of negation or erasure. In my efforts 
to (re)claim my experience, “I must,” as Cavell notes, “find ways to insist upon it, 
if I find it unheard, ways to let the culture confront itself in me, driving me some 
distance to distraction” (2005, p. 82). That is, what is required—what I require—“is 
a convening of my culture’s criteria, in order to confront them with my words and 
life [or experience] as I [actually] pursue them and as I may imagine them” (1999, p. 
125). But this confrontation, for my sake as much as that of my culture’s, cannot be 
unilateral: it must be symmetrical as dialogue. So, at the same time, I must assume 
the responsibility of confronting my own words and life (my own utterances) “with 
the life my culture’s words imagine for me” (the presuppositions and implications of 
my discourse, as inherited). This means confronting “the culture with itself, along the 
lines in which it meets in me” (ibid.). This reflexive conflict is of more than personal 
significance or individual pertinence. In however distorted or exaggerated a fashion, 
the conflicts unfolding in the innermost resources of the divided self are ones taking 
place in the outer regions of one’s culture. But the very distinction between the inner 
and the outer, superimposed on that between the individual and the cultural, cannot 
but distort or obstruct our understanding of the depth, character, and pervasiveness of 
the conflicts with which I, as an individual am entangled. 

The more firmly we can grasp, and deftly we can wield, such concepts as 
convention, the more likely we are to do interpretive justice to the cultural conflicts 
so sharply delineated by Stanley Cavell. As an aid in accomplishing just this, the 
intensely focused and finely nuanced effort of Justus Buchler to craft a set of highly 
general, yet hermeneutically applicable, categories for the sake of illuminating 
experience, communication, and meaning is one from which we have much to learn. 
There are very few theorists, if any, who have explored these topics with greater 
insight, nuance, rigor, or subtlety than Buchler. It is no exaggeration to suggest his 
potential contribution to the philosophical development of communicology, especially 
in reference to the axiological dimensions of our diverse ways of making meaning, is 
nothing short of the first rank. My hope here is to have explored, with Buchler’s aid, 
a relatively neglected topic for the sake of both illuminating this topic and recovering 
this unduly neglected theorist.

Notes
1 Richard J. Bernstein (1991) provides an excellent orientation to both Buchler’s 

philosophical position in general and the latter’s theory of judgment. But Beth J. Singer’s 
book is in this regard incomparable.

2 In a self-criticism, specifically, a critique of a claim he made in “How to Make Our Ideas 
Clear” (a claim made when considering whether saying diamonds never tested for their 
hardness are in fact hard or only said to be hard, that claim being whatever we say here 
“would be merely a question of nomenclature”), Peirce wrote: “No doubt this is true [i.e., 
no doubt, this is a question of nomenclature], except for the abominable falsehood in the 
word MERELY, implying that symbols are unreal” (CP 5,453). What I want above all to 
contest here is the implication that some practice in being merely conventional is likewise 
taken to imply it is, for that very reason, either unreal or less real than, say, a biological 
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instinct or natural propensity.
3 Some of our historically instituted practices are neither taken to be disfigurations of our 

natures nor sources of conflict. They are rather the means by which our humanity is 
refined and thus realized, a development indicated by multiple levels of human harmony. 
The Confucian concept of lǐ [禮] captures this as well as any with which I am familiar. 
See Jaspers (1962, pp. 45-49); also Neville (2008).

4 All of our products, whatever we produce in whatever form our production takes, are in 
effect judgments.

5 See, e.g., Peirce CP 5.416, 5.443.
6 “Compulsion is,” Buchler stresses, “present in so many ways, in so many specific contexts 

that it is futile to attempt any classification. When sugar is tasted [for example], sweetness 
is a compulsory effect; when we slip in the middle of the road, scrambling to our feet is 
a compulsory means or condition of safety; when we accept certain assumptions, we are 
compelled to accept certain conclusions; certain alternatives irresistibly exclude or demand 
alternatives; certain disorders of a neurotic character compel specific forms of behavior” 
(1979, p. 60). It is hence obvious why Buchler stresses compulsions being “very different 
in character, and in one sense perhaps different in degree” (ibid.).

7 “I hold,” Peirce emphatically asserts, “that man is so completely hemmed in by the bounds 
of his possible practical experience, his mind is so restricted to being the instrument of his 
needs, that he cannot, in the least, mean anything that transcends those limits” (CP 5.536). 
Elsewhere, he stresses, “one, at least, of the functions of intelligence is to adapt conduct to 
circumstances, so as to subserve desire” (CP 5.548).

8 “Religious suffering is,” Marx famously claimed, “at the same time an expression of 
real suffering and a protest against real suffering. Religion is the sigh of the oppressed 
creature, the feeling of a heartless world, and the soul of soulless circumstances. It is 
the opium of the people” (p. 72). “The abolition of religion as the illusory happiness of 
the people,” is in his judgment, “a demand for their real happiness” (ibid.). The dream 
of everlasting beatitude in another world effectively robs humans of the possibility of 
human happiness in this world. Marx meant by these words, Terry Eagleton suggests, “that 
conventional religion is the only kind of heart that a heartless world can imagine, rather 
as embarrassingly broad humor is the only kind of comedy the humorless can appreciate.” 
He adds: “The religion Marx attacks betrays just the kind of sentimental, disembodied 
understanding of the spiritual that one would expect from hard-headed materialists” (2009, 
p. 40).

9 Some natural complexes (to use Buchler’s own term of generic identification) prevail 
(e.g., vociferious forms of political populism might at certain junctures become widely 
influential movements), while the same complex may at other times, or in other respects, 
exhibit what Buchler calls alescence. As Singer notes, “to be is [from Buchler’s 
perspective] to function in an order either as a prevalence or an alescence” (1983, p. 175).

10 “Now, as science grows, it becomes,” Peirce claims, “more and more perfect, 
considered as science; and no religionist can easily so narrow himself as to deny 
this. But as religion goes through the different stages of its history, it has, I fear we 
must confess, seldom been so vitalized as to become more and more perfect, even as 
judged from its own standpoint. Like a plucked flower, its destiny is to wilt and fade. 
The vital sentiment that gave it birth loses gradually its pristine purity and strength, 
till some new creed treads its down. Thus it happens quite naturally that those who 
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are animated with the spirit of science are for hurrying forward, while those who 
have the interests of religion at heart are apt to press back” (CP 6.430).

11 Roughly (though only roughly), proceptive is a synonym for experiential. Whereas Dewey 
worked indefatigably to rescue the word experience, especially from its subjectivist 
implications, Buchler came to the conclusion that it would be better to replace experience 
with proception (see especially Chapter 1, “Proception”, of Toward a General Theory of 
Human Judgment, also Chapter 5, “The Concept of Experience Reexamined”, of Beth J. 
Singer’s Ordinal Naturalism, 1989).

12 In “From absolutism to experimentalism” (1930), an autobiographical essay, John Dewey 
claims his youthful attraction to the Hegelian approach was, as much as anything else, 
because of “Hegel’s treatment of human culture, of institutions and the arts” (LW 5, p. 
153)—what Hegel identified as objective mind or spirit (Geist embodied in practices and 
institutions). Both the 1908 and 1932 Ethics (MW 5 and LW 7, respectively), co-authored 
with James Tufts, reveal how much critical attention to our inherited institutions is a 
defining feature of Dewey’s own philosophical orientation. In this, he is joined by a host 
of American thinkers, e.g., Urban (1939), Synder (1901), Miller (1981), Jordan (1927), 
Fisch (1955-1956), Feibleman (1960) (and indeed others; on Urban see Reck, 1962). 
These listed authors are the most important contributors to this topic. 

13 David Lewis tried to explain social conventions in terms of convenient solutions to 
“coordination problems”. As Andrei Marmor and others have argued, however, this covers 
only part of the terrain. There is more to conventions than solutions to such problems.

14 A deep sense of human finitude, however, informs Buchler’s general theory of human 
utterance. “We flatter ourselves too much,” he suggests, “on our power to give or withhold 
assent. It is more significant to see that both artistic and scientific assent admit of degrees” 
(1979, p. 77). “For the most part, ‘activity’ is best regarded as drawn from the individual 
rather than contributed by him. The superiority of compulsion to impulse … appears most 
clearly in ethical analysis” (1979, p. 60). Impulse abstracts from the constraints within 
which we characteristically act, while compulsions places in the foreground just those 
constraints.

15 Marmor defines arbitrariness in terms of alternatives: “R is an arbitrary rule if and only 
if—there is at least one other rule, R’”, whereas Fisch captures more fully and exactly the 
meaning of this word, as it tends to be used in distinct, but overlapping, discourses. 

16 In response to the charge, levelled against him by Jean-Paul Sartre, that he not only 
neglects, but shows contempt for, history, Michel Foucault noted: “No historian has even 
reproached me for this. There is a sort of myth of History for philosophers. Philosophers 
are generally very ignorant of all other disciplines outside their own” (1989, p. 41). This 
is evident in how philosophers discuss the topic of conventions. They do so, typically, 
with no regard for the easily accessible writings of a wide range of social theorists. It is as 
though Anthony Giddens, Hans Joas, Margaret Archer, Tim Ingold, and countless others 
simply did not exist.
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